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1A

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 Alfonso XIII was fourteen / sixteen when he became King of
Spain.
2 The labour movement and the republicans / democrats had
limited power.
3 The Rif War took place in Morocco / Spain.
4 Primo de Rivera led a war / military coup that was supported
by the King.
5 Primo de Rivera was a dictator / elected president.

2

Which of the following was Primo de Rivera not responsible for?
a) suspending the Constitution
b) starting the Rif War
c) censorship
d) military government

3

In which year did Primo de Rivera step down?

4

Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
1
There were very important political and social dances /
advances during the Second Republic.
2
Civil matrimony and divorce were permitted and women /
woman gained the right to vote.
3 Agricultural reform / conform made land available to rural
cooperatives.
4
Educational reform created 10 000 pools / schools and
increased the number of teachers.

5

How did the Constitution of 1931 affect the Church and State?

6

Which incident did not lead to the Civil War?
a) street rebellions

b) military coup

c) educational reform
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1B

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 Alfonso XIII was fourteen / sixteen / twelve when he became
King of Spain.
2
The labour movement and the republicans / democrats /
conservatives had limited power.
3 The Rif War took place in Morocco / Spain / South Africa.
4 Primo de Rivera led a constitution / war / military coup that
was supported by the King.
5
Primo de Rivera was declared King / a dictator / elected
president.

2

Which of the following was Primo de Rivera not responsible for?
a) suspending the Constitution
b) starting the Rif War
c) censorship
d) military government

3

In which year did Primo de Rivera step down?

4

Complete the gaps with the words in the box.
women   schools  reform  advances
1T
 here were very important political and social
Second Republic.

during the

2C
 ivil matrimony and divorce were permitted and
to vote.
3 Agricultural

gained the right

made land available to rural cooperatives.

4 Educational reform created 10 000
the number of teachers.

and increased

5

How did the Constitution of 1931 affect the Church and State?

6

Name two incidents that led to the Civil War.
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